










CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR

THE NANO WORLD OF MUNIR NAHFEY

Nazmus Saquib, Waleed F. Faris
Fac. of Eng., International Islamic Univ. Malaysia (HUM), Jalan Gombak, 53100 Kuala

Lumpur, Malaysia.

24.1 INRODUCTION

In the history of science and Technology, Islamic science refers to the science developed
under Islamic civilization which is mostly known as Arab Civilization between the 8th and
16th centuries, during what is known as the Golden Era of Islam. This science and the
achievements are called Arabic Science because most of those were written in Arabic
language as Lingua Franca of that time especially in Muslim owned Civilizations.

A number of modem Scientists and philosophers as like Fielding H Garrison,
Abdus Salam, Munir Nayfeh think that modem science also contributed by Muslim
Scientists. Here they are giving their effort to introduce a modem empirical, experimental
and quantitative approach to scientific investigation. Abdus Salam and George Saliba like
to call this, Muslim Scientific Revolution. As like other Present Muslims Scientist, Munir
Nayfeh is mostly known for his tremendous success in Nano-Technology especially in
Nano- Silicon making procedures. Silicon Switch, Silicon Multi-photon separation and
Isotope separation are his main contribution to the Modem Science. Besides that, he has
more than I I patents and 15 patents are waiting to be established.

Nahfey born in Palestine in 1945, he was awarded his Bachelor Degree and
Masters Degree at the American University of Beirut and his did PhD in physics at
Stanford University in 1974. Palestinian-American physicist Munir H. Nayfeh has created
an innovative sphere of silicon nanoparticles. These nanoparticles are creating the
platform for various applications such as cancer treatment and diabetes monitoring to
increasing the lumens of Bulb and Efficiency of Solar Panel. He Won more than 100
Industrial Research (lR) Prizes and has more than 150 journal papers about his concrete
research. He authored and edited four significant books in Electricity, Magnetic and Laser.
Currently, he is working as Professor of Physics at the University of Illinois - Urbana
Champaign. He is also the founder President ofNanoSi Advanced Technology Inc.

The objective of this chapter is to find out the achievement of Munir Nayfeh in
Particle Physics as well as in Nanotechnology. The significance of this chapter proves
Nayfeh as one of the pioneers of this field and his contribution has taken the world in to
another sphere of Nanotechnology. The methodology has been taken in this chapter are
from Internet information, Scientific journals and books.

24.2 NANO-PARTICLES HIS FIELD OF CONTRIBUTION

24.2.1 Nano-Particle
According to PAS71 document developed in the UK, the definition ofnanoparticles is A
particle having one or more dimensions of the order of 100nm or less". There is a note
connected with this definition which IS, Novel properties that differentiate
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